Mathematics in Baseball. Apr., 336–42.
The Particle-Motion Problem. Apr., 288–92.
Picture Play Leads to Algebraic Patterns. May, 382–83.
Problem Solving on Geoboards. Jan., 82.
Square Circles. May, 408–10.
Star Numbers and Constellations. Jan., 88–89.
What Are My Car Payments Going to Be? Apr., 299–300.

Applications
Products, 175, 350, 432, 696.
Projects, 176–77.
Algebraic A ______________________. S. Jan., 40–41.
America's Pastime. Sept., 450–51.
Asymptotes and Other Limiting Functions. May, 411–14.
Attention Getters. Apr., 297.
Can a Purchaser Save Money by Financing? Jan., 62–63. See also Sept., 530, 532; Oct., 603.
From Algebra to Calculus—a Tonka® Toy Truck Does the Trick. Apr., 282–87. See also Sept., 532.
Heron's Remarkable Triangle Area Formula. Feb., 161–63.
Hidden Behaviors in Graphs. Sept., 466–68.
If Pythagoras Had a Geoboard ... Feb., 137–40, 145–48. See also Nov., 701.

Mathematics as Current Events. Feb., 114–16.
Mathematics in Baseball. Apr., 336–42.
The Particle-Motion Problem. Apr., 288–92.
What Are My Car Payments Going to Be? Apr., 299–300.

Arithmetic
Publications, 501.
Back to the Present: Ruminations on an Old Arithmetic Text. Sept., 491–94.
Understanding Division of Fractions. Jan., 43–46, 56–60. See also Sept., 530.

Assessment
See Texts.

Calculus
Products, 175.
Reader Reflections, 74, 263, 326, 422, 423–24.
A Rapidly Converging Recursive Approach to Pi. Feb., 121–24. See also Oct., 608.

Computers and Calculators
Products, 351–52, 431.
Projects, 432.
Asymptotes and Other Limiting Functions. May, 411–14.
### Courseware

**Algebra**
- CMPT CoMPuTing and Graphing Program, IBM, May, 427.
- Converge, Software for Algebra through Calculus, IBM, 640K, Sept., 500.
- Expert Algebra Tutor, IBM, May, 427.
- Function Finder, Macintosh, Feb., 168. (See also Oct., 603–4.)
- Graph Wiz, Macintosh, Feb., 169. (See also Nov., 701–2.)
- GraphExplorer: Function Graphing Software, Macintosh or IBM, Apr., 344.
- Personal Tutor—Algebra I: Integers and Rationals, Macintosh, Apr., 345.

**Applications**

**Arithmetic**
- Expert Arithmetic Tutor, IBM, Apr., 343–44.

**Calculus**

**Geometry**

**Probability**
- Mathplot, IBM, May, 427.

**Statistics**
- Statistics Workshop, Macintosh, 800K, Oct., 611.

**Trigonometry**
- Reader Reflections, 700.
- Trigonometry/Analytic Geometry 1 and 2, AppleWorks and ImageWriter, Oct., 611.

**Curriculum**
- Products, 176, 350, 351, 696.
- Apply the Curriculum Standards with Project Questions, Nov., 686–89.
- Applying the Standards to the College Mathematics Classroom: Ideas and Obstacles, Dec., 744–47.
- Careless Mistakes, Apr., 298–99.
- Mathematics Teaching — a Student’s View, Sept., 441.
- Steps to Better Homework, Mar., 212.

**Games and Puzzles**
- Products, 696.
- Reader Reflections, 326, 606–7, 712.
- Blackstone’s Mathmagic, Dec., 733–34.
- Bulgarian Solitaire, Jan., 84–86.

**History**
- Back to the Present: Ruminations on an Old Arithmetic Text, Sept., 491–94.
- Humanize Your Classroom with the History of Mathematics, Sept., 461–64.
- Young’s Vision, Apr., 331–33.

**Mathematics in Other Countries**
**Measurement**

Products, 695–96.

**NCTM**

**President's Message**


**Number Theory**

Publications, 295.

Reader Reflections, 67 (see also Sept., 527), 70, 180, 181, 184, 190, 200–29, 265, 296, 320–21, 372 (see also Nov., 700), 399, 424, 524–26, 526–27, 604, 606, 607, 700, 704, 708, 710–12.


Star Numbers and Constellations. Jan., 88–89.

**Opinions and Philosophies**


Mathematics Teaching—a Student's View. Sept., 441.

Thanks from the Editorial Panel. 98–100.

**Probability**

Publications, 91, 504.

Reader Reflections, 66, 71, 96, 196, 260, 321, 324–26 (see also Nov., 707), 356, 420, 422, 607, 608, 700–1, 707.


**Problem Solving**

Products, 786–88.


Reader Reflections, 603, 606, 607.

Don't Give Up! Feb., 110–12. See also Oct., 603.


**Statistics**

Products, 507.


Exploring “Different” Dice. 380–82.


**Teacher Education**


The Excitement of Learning with Our Students—an Escalator of Mathematical Knowledge. Apr., 315–19.

Rethinking How We Teach: Learning Mathematical Pedagogy. Jan., 75–79.

Young's Vision. Apr., 331–33.

**Tests**


Publications, 346, 348, 429, 503.


Apply the Curriculum Standards with Project Questions. Nov., 686–89.


Student Mathematics Portfolio: More Than a Display Case. Oct., 544–47.

**Trigonometry**

Products, 506, 788.

Publications, 505–6.

Reader Reflections, 108, 190 (see also Nov., 704, 706), 422, 608, 706, 707–8, 712.


**Worksheets**

Algebraic A __________ S. Jan., 40–41.


Constructions with Obstructions Involving Ares. May, 360–63.


If Pythagoras Had a Geoboard ... Feb., 137–40, 145–48. See also Nov., 701.


Understanding Division of Fractions. Jan., 43–46, 56–60. See also Sept., 530.